ALL NEW
SOFTGLOSS MINI-EXPRESS
The ideal retrofit solution for
auto dealers, fleet and C-stores.

50+

cars per hour

Converting to a high-volume
mini-tunnel is easy, affordable
and proﬁtable

If you’ve got 35 feet of bay space and an
underperforming in-bay automatic, you’ve got
what you need to make the switch to a proﬁtproducing mini-tunnel. Ryko’s SoftGloss
Mini-Express puts the industry’s best mini-tunnel
retroﬁt solution into the smallest space, setting
you up to triple your throughput.

IT PAYS TO CONVERT
• Easy conversion for slow-moving, in-bay
automatics requires just 35 feet
• Compete with the upsurge in express tunnels in
your market
• Triple your throughput to as many as 50+ cars
per hour
• Pump up the proﬁ ts with wheel and tire add-ons
• Cut installation costs with minimal downtime and
little or no site changes
• Save even more through reduced water and
chemical consumption

IT DOESN’T TAKE MUCH TO CONVERT

Give us 35 feet and we’ll turn your slow, underperforming
in-bay automatic into a new proﬁt center. Here’s how:
CONVEYOR
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EXPRESS CONVEYOR

Simple to operate, easy to maintain and
bulletproof tough, the Express Conveyor
features lower clearance, a 14-inch opening,
and dual call-up cylinders.

WASH

DRY
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DRYING SYSTEM

Engineered for safety and performance with
complete airflow control at 165–185 mph.
Aerodynamic shape and molded, stainless
steel-reinforced housings make less noise.

AIRFLOW LOCKS

Prevents debris from blowing out of truck
beds. Lightweight, energy-saving air valve
dramatically cuts energy consumption and
costs by up to 30 percent.

WHEEL AND TIRE ADD-ONS
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TOP-SIDE COMBO WASH

Combining top and side brushes, this
dynamic duo outperforms mitters and
excels in hard-to-reach, problem areas.

LOW-SIDE WASHER

More cleaning power in less space with
excellent wash consistency and controlled
cleaning pressure. Soft foam brushes
permit higher rotational speeds for the
cleanest wash.

Boost your new proﬁt center even further by adding
three of the industry’s top-performing wheel and tire
cleaning and shining options.
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TIRE SCRUBBER

Our patented cam-style foam brush design
gets down deep to scrub rims and tires clean.

TIRE SHINER

Produces shiny tires with a patented
precision chemical distribution system
that reduces waste and cost.

HIGH-PRESSURE WHEEL CLEANER

High-pressure water aggressively cleans alloy
rims, tires, wheels and running boards.

Longer equipment life and
a gentle, superior clean
Highest conveyor speeds
Top-quality engineering and
automation reduces labor and
maintenance and boosts proﬁts
Environmentally sensitive
designs reduce water, chemical
and electricity consumption
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35'
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Do you have 35' x 15' of available space?*
Then you’ve got potential to triple your
throughput and increase your revenue.
* Actual conveyor length will vary depending on
rear-wheel push or front-wheel pull scenarios.
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CORE EQUIPMENT

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

WHEEL AND TIRE ADD-ONS

✔ Top-Side Combo Wash
combines top and side brushes

✔ Tunnel Controller

✔ Tire Scrubber

✔ Motor Control Center

✔ Tire Shiner

✔ Integrated Wash Water Recycle System

✔ High-Pressure Wheel Cleaner

✔ Application Arches—precise and
thorough chemical application
✔ Fully electric, including conveyor—
sets the industry standard for the
safest, easiest and cleanest clean

✔ Spot-Free Water Conditioners

✔ Drying System with Airflow Locks—
safe, thorough and superior drying
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

SoftGloss Mini-Express

With Wheel and Tire Add-Ons

Tunnel length

35' (10668 mm)

35' (10668 mm)

Tunnel width

15' (4572 mm)

15' (4572 mm)

Tunnel height

12' (3658 mm)

12' (3658 mm)

Electrical

208 V 200 AMP
460 V 100 AMP

208 V 350 AMP
460 V 150 AMP

Water

85.1GPM • 322.1L/min

105GPM • 397.5L/min

Air

8 CFM • 226.5L/min
90PSI Min-6 BAR

10 CFM • 283L/min
90PSI Min-6 BAR

Find out how easy it is to convert your underperforming in-bay automatic to a fast-moving,
reliable, high-performance SoftGloss Mini-Express.
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